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1. JAUCQAMUNDO 3:36 7. INNER SOUL 4:31 

2. QUEST 3:44 8. GOOCH (Just Like Trees) 3:34 

3. PLAY THE GAME 3:51 9. OSCEOLA 3:07 

4. SHAME 5:13 10. NAME OF HONOR 4:31 

5. BIRRIGUBBA 3:12 11. DAVEY I REMEMBER 4:01 

6. WORDS 3:29 12. 7-MILES 4:39 

Recorded at THE SALTMINE STUDIO, Mesa, AZ 
Written & Produced by CLAN/DESTINE 

©1999 Rezdawgs Inc. PO Box 27746 Tempe.AZ 85285-7746 
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Editorials 

Jaucqamundo 
"A blend and balance of two worlds...the old and 

new...the black and white...the positive and 
negative...there must be away to create harmony." 

Quest "...Maybe someday..." 

Play the Game 
" For those who play the game, for those 

who have played the game, for those who wish to..." 

Shame "Don't ever give up hope" 

Birrigubba "What's that?... 

...A gift from Down under...from Peoples known as 
Birrigubba...A prayer we carry...for all to hear...like a heart 
beat heard round the world..." 

Words "Don't deny emotion1 





inr^r soui|/LJ 
" A wise man once told me 'When your feeling down 

on your luck, like the world has somehow given you a raw 
deal, take a step back and look within yourself before 
blaming anyone else...1 Look at your strengths and 
weaknesses, then move on... That man was my father," 

Gooch (Just like Tree$)Q 
"This goes out to the sky above, and to the ground 

below; and to the spirit of remembering that we are but 
one organism in this great body; Our Mother Earth." 

Osceola 
"In the spirit of a Warrior, whose plight carries him far; 

and all boundaries are tested...a symbol of Seminole 
pride...” 

Name of Honor 
"Ever met someone you could see talking, but could 

only hear their actions?" 

Davey I Remember 
"...Some two decades ago, deep in the heart of 

Pima country three young boys met a brutal and 
pitiful fate. Though justice has yet to be served, both 
spirit and memory live on..” 

7-Miles' 
'Take U.S. 60 north past Cibique through Ceder 

Creek; take first right after Canyon Day, go one 
mile past Fort Apache; if you get to East Fork 

Dave Montour, Frank Poocha, Steve Gatlin 
Juan Sanchez, Derrick "Suwaima" Davis, Chuck Harris 
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A message to the fans, family, and friends, 
As we have walked so many faces have touched our hearts. 

From the times when Cian/destine was only an idea, we have had the privilege of 
associating with good caring people, many of which have played a crucial role in making 

our dreams reality. With the deepest of sincerity, THANK YOU. We welcome you to enjoy 
’Deeply Rooted" and Invite you to walk with us on our journey. Maintain a balance 

CLAN/DESTINE 

www.rezdawgs.com 

©1999 REZDAWGS PUBLISHING ASCAP 
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JAUCQAMUNDOQ 
f I DMi Jam 

QUESTQ 
Lyrics by Juan "Carw Sanchez 

Been back in the.States since Wednesday 
can't get the faces out of my mind 
sure learned a lot this past week 
I'll share it with you Baby one of these nights 
one of these times 

On the phone from a far away Country 
don't know if I can make it work right id 
Holding onto the numbers that you gave me 
just hoping I can get you on the line, 

We're gonna be there soon 
we're gonna be there soon 
I know, we're gonna be there soon 
don't know, maybe someday 
Baby maybe someday 

Be back on the road come Tuesday 
wanna know if I'm still on your mind 
holding onto the feelings deep inside me 
gotta know if you keep me on your mind 

PLAY THE GAMEQ 
Lyrics by Frank Poocha 

Why don't you come down 
Why don't you come around, be my lady, okay? 

- If alright? 

So little; time so little time 
I'll treat you fine... 

Why dong you come today 
Why don't you come to stay, be my baby, okay? 

alright? < 

Cause all the time, oh all the time 
I'll treat you fine,.. 

Why do I 
Why do you play the game (play the game) 
Why should I 
Why should you feel the pain (feel the pain) 

Playin the game !*!@!. 

SHAME 
Lyrics by Juan "Cano" Sanchez 

WORDS 
Lyrics by Juan "Cano" Sanchez 

NAME OF HONORQ 
Lyrics by David Montouft 

I can't believe I'm able to see, but don't understand 
so many things that are in front of my face seem the * 
hardest to see 

With all these thoughts going through my mind 
words unspoken are sometirr es so hard to find 

Verse One: Jr 
I see you standing there, beneath-the mask that you 

wear. Your lies just keep unfolding and you don't eVen 
care. The truth has no meaning. Your grace is so ,, 
demeaning, so tell me how can this happen, can'this 

| happen. iff 

take time out is what I must do 
to keep my head - keep a dear view 
stay in focus, true balance tc be found 
all life is a circle and it's spinnmg.round 

^erse Two: 
The sacred pipe is smoking, but to you it's just a 

token, our mother cries in pain, can't you hear her 
disdain. Respect is a virtue, Disarray seems to suit you, 
so tell me how can this happen,can this happen. 

It's so hard to remember you* passions 
It's so hard to be true to wha' you serve 
It's so hard to remember you' passions 
so hard to keep your head 
keep your head 

Chorus: 
In the Name of honor. 
In the Name of honor, 
In the Name of honor. 

INNER SOULQ 
Lyrics by Frank Poocha 

Listening to my inner soul I near a song 
Reading my father's past before its gone 
Living a humble life, trying o be strong 
Watching tradition die and icligious song 

Listening to my inner scul I hear a cry 
leaving my native way, don't let it die 
Hearing those Hopi song, wondering why 
Why we must stand and fight, why we must try DAVEY I REMEMBER 

Lyrics by Frank Poocha 

Listening to my inner ssoul I hear a cry 
Watching my people die, and don't know what's wrong 
Feeling this world of hate,! can't go on 
Wanting my freedom bacc and Religious song 

| Davey I remember, from the window 

Listening to my inner soul I hear a cry 
Fighting for my own land, fdon't know why 
Living in Babylon, we all must try 
Watching our people die, no reason why 

Davey was a crazy little child 
Everything always seemed so wild 
and every time you called out his name,., 

Nothing was ever quite the same without you 
without you, I need you, I feel you... : 

Davey I remember, when the wind blows 

GOOCH (JUST LIKE TREES)Q 

And even though you left us in pain 
and nothing will ever quite, be the same 
and even though our love is so strong 

Lyrics by Juan "Cano" Sanchez 
Davey you'd want us to go on without \ 

without you, we need you, we feel y 

Just like trees so deeply rooted 
Just like trees so deeply rooted 

Davey I remember you're who we cry for,, 

Walking that river feel the life of the trees 
hummingbirds buzzing by me fill me with relief 
I see all beauty that is nature all around me 
ah how I really want to sit and sway in the breeze 

Sitting in a meadow feel the life of the trees 
being out here fills me with relief 
IQ00 0ji beauty that is .dfufe ail around mo 
ah how I really want to sway in the breeze 

I can't believe all, all the things you do to my heart 
so hard to believe, but you say that it's true 
all love is lost - none left inside of you 
so hard to believe after all we've seen 
and all the times that seemed so hard 
so hard to believe you get what you need 
and you don't believe that someone's looking after you 

Just like trees so deeply rooted 
Just like trees so deeply rooted 

I can see by the look in your eyes 
you're sitting cozy in your disguise 
all the shame and all the hurt 
from all those things you've seen and done in your life 

OSCEOLA 
Lyrics by Frank Poocha 

7-MILES 
Narration by E, L. Sanchez 

Lyrics by Juan "Cano" Sanchez 

Emotions are true; I understand your fight and your cause 
These feelings for you, they come with ease 
and living without them, all would be lost 
got nothing to fear, no reason to hide 
the thoughts and feelings you hold inside 
and all those times you feel unsure 
just know i've been there from the start 

Got to stay alive 
Don't U realize 
Got to keep the pride, hey hey now 
Got to make a stand 
For the country, for the land 
There's no need to run away now. 

Trying been trying, without dying 
Trying been trying, without dying 
What is it I must see 

I still recall, I remember when I lived in 7-mile 
I remember, the long cold hallway; the small white tiles 
I remember it alf 
I remember everything 

Osceola!...Seminole!. 

Got to make a change 
Just can't stay the same 
Got to rearrange hey hey now. 
Got to make a plan 
Don't U know my man 
There's no need to run away now 

What is it that you're thinking 
What are you trying to be - what are you trying to see 
And what have you seen on that path you've been on 
What have you seen 

BIRRIGUBBA 
§ Narration by SteveGatlin & Clan/ciestine Kids 

Rows and rows of mountains 
Rivers right before me 
Rows and rows of mountains 

Osceola!... Seminole!... 

1st verse 
Chorus 




